Sperm cryopreservation and reproductive outcome in male cancer patients: a systematic review.
This systematic review of the literature reports on the use and effectiveness of sperm banking programmes for cancer patients. Thirty studies with 11798 patients were included. The aggregated rate of use of cryopreserved semen was 8% (95% CI 8 to 9%). A statistically significant correlation emerged between the mean and median duration of follow-up and the rate of use (R(2) = 0.46; P = 0.03). The rate of patients discarding their frozen sample was reported in 11 studies. The aggregated rate was 16% (95% CI 15 to 17%). The rate of patients who used their frozen semen and achieved parenthood was reported in 19 papers. The aggregated rate was 49% (95% CI 44 to 53%). The rate of patients achieving parenthood with the use of frozen sperm is low and, from an economical perspective, the effectiveness of programmes of sperm banking might therefore be questioned. On the other hand, the low rate of patients discarding their frozen samples and the correlation between rate of use and duration of follow-up suggest that the calculated 8% rate of use may be an under-estimation and that cumulative rate of use may be substantially higher. Specific studies are, however, required to clarify this issue.